Editorial

Toward Quality of Cardiovascular Preventive Care for Patients with Rheumatic Diseases

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) in various guises represents perhaps the most important comorbidity in patients with rheumatic diseases. This is best studied in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), who have consistently been reported to have significantly elevated CVD risk as compared to their peers in the general population\(^1\,\,^2\). Over the past decade, the roles of RA-associated and conventional risk factors in the pathogenesis of CVD have been delineated\(^3\).

The importance of treating the joint disease to target has been established, focusing on abating systemic inflammation, which may conceivably minimize the risk of CVD\(^4\,\,^5\). Emerging evidence suggests that we may be contributing to improved survival of patients with RA, but evidence remains of a persisting mortality gap between patients with RA and the general population\(^5\,\,^6\,\,^7\,\,^8\).

Considering this information, it should be considered a priority to establish standards of preventive care that are specific to patients with RA (and eventually, other rheumatic diseases). Indeed, there is evidence pointing to variation in practice and to deficiencies in recognition and treatment of traditional CV risk factors in patients with RA\(^8\,\,^9\). The ultimate goal of developing RA-specific guidelines for CVD primary prevention would be to facilitate broader understanding of best practices and provide metrics for rheumatology care providers to ensure they are delivering high-value care toward primary prevention of CVD in patients with RA.

In this issue of The Journal, Barber and colleagues report recommendations for 11 quality indicators (QI) for CVD preventive care for implementation in practice settings\(^10\). The concept of QI as reviewed by the authors is important because it incorporates statements about the best specific processes or outcomes of care that can be further developed into performance measures. The investigators first conducted a thorough systematic review of best practices for CVD preventive care, the results of which are published\(^11\). They formed an in-person expert panel involving 6 experts to develop candidate QI, then convened online an international, multidisciplinary, modified-Delphi panel using the RAND/UCLA appropriateness methodology\(^12\). An innovative aspect of this work is the application of a RAND-developed software platform, ExpertLens, to conduct online review and discussion of the QI, which importantly enabled the consideration of input from experts across the globe in a cost- and time-efficient manner. Participation by the online expert panel was very good. The methodology used is considered the best available to establish evidence-and consensus-based QI. The final criteria for acceptance of the QI by the expert panel — including relevance to quality of care in RA practice, feasibility in actual practice settings, validity as a measure of the quality of CVD preventive care, and recommendation for use in rheumatology practice — were appropriate. There is evidence that the final set of QI had good ratings by the expert panel in these attributes, underscoring their overall significance to primary CVD prevention in the RA population.

The developed QI comprise statements about key processes to achieve primary CVD prevention in the RA population along with specification of what is to be measured, in whom, and in what period of time\(^10\). Addressed by these QI are (1) communication of increased CVD risk to primary care providers, (2) performance of CVD risk assessment, (3) smoking assessment and cessation counseling, (4) blood pressure monitoring, (5) communication to the primary care provider regarding blood pressure elevation, (6) lipid screening, (7) diabetes screening, (8) exercise, (9) obesity screening and lifestyle counseling, (10) minimizing corticosteroid usage, and (11) communicating risk of treatment with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs in patients at elevated CVD risk. Management of inflammatory disease activity itself was not addressed because that is detailed in other guidelines. In the appendix, the authors nicely detail the QI, including key information on the numerator, denominator, exclusions, and period of assessment for each of these measures.

Importantly, the authors have chosen to focus on process as opposed to outcome measures, which is appropriate, considering the relative infrequency of CVD events in rheumatologic practice\(^13\). A strength of this work is the philosophy to attach a specific screening procedure (e.g., detection of a patient with blood pressure above 140/90 mmHg) with a specific clinical action (e.g., advising the
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primary care provider of the need for treatment or additional followup). In so doing, these guidelines encourage adoption of processes that should enhance CVD prevention, and quite simply, that should be viewed as good clinical practice.

Nonetheless, as with all clinical guidelines and QI, there are a number of limitations of this work. The main issue is feasibility. Rheumatologists in the community face critical time deficiencies, typically with only 15 minutes total per patient (much of which must be dedicated to navigating their electronic health record), leaving little time to address all of these issues. In this regard, it is very important to note that only 10% of the expert panelists represent community-based rheumatologists. The authors encountered difficulties enlisting such individuals to participate in this activity. The authors have appropriately acknowledged that the feasibility ratings might have differed substantially had more community providers been included in the expert panel. Additionally, some of the individual QI had marginally lower feasibility ratings, such as for CVD risk assessment based on risk score calculation (67.9%). Some of the data required to implement some of the QI may not routinely be available in all practice settings (e.g., history of a macrosomic infant or metabolic syndrome). Ultimately, timely issues of practice redesign in the setting of time burden, challenges with electronic health records, and escalating costs of care must be addressed to improve CVD preventive care for patients with RA.

Another challenge is uncertainty and complexity in implementing recommendations for primary CVD prevention in rheumatology patients. First, guidelines for preventive screenings are becoming increasingly complex and sometimes controversial (e.g., the recent debate about 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines for treatment of blood cholesterol)14. Second, the available CVD risk assessment scores perform relatively poorly in predicting events in patients with RA; using an RA-specific risk modifier (1.5 multiplier) does not adequately mitigate this problem15,16. Third, inflammatory activity is known to confound certain assessments, particularly lipid levels, so rheumatologists may be uncertain as to when to implement these screening measures17. The time intervals for screening in the final set of QI represent expert consensus as opposed to evidence. Clarity on the implementation of these preventive guidelines must await improved understanding of the interactions between CVD risk factors and rheumatic disease.

Barber and colleagues are careful to state that the responsibility to meet these QI does not fall on the rheumatologist alone, but adequate resources and time are needed to coordinate this additional care on top of the typically complex care required for these patients. For quality indicators to be broadly adopted, healthcare systems must identify the most efficient and effective means of providing this care to their local RA populations. New collaborative care models may help facilitate implementation of CVD screening and management guidelines, such as the concept of “cardio-rheumatology clinics,” in which a preventive cardiologist works alongside rheumatologists to optimally assess CVD risk and recommend preventive interventions18,19. Efficient communication by team providers, ideally electronically, will be necessary to achieve truly collaborative care. Such new shared-care models of preventive care afford hope that best practices and QI can be implemented successfully.

Ultimately, the outstanding work by Barber and colleagues in establishing QI represents a crucial first step toward primary CVD prevention for populations of patients with RA. As discussed by the authors, further pilot testing and validation of the utility of these QI are needed. A great deal of effort will be necessary to provide the education and training necessary for rheumatologists, cardiologists, and primary care physicians to realize efficient, reliable, and high-quality CVD preventive care to persons with RA.
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